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Introduction

The study described herein arose out of the recognition that

research and development in any developed country are critical to

the continued well-being of the country's economy and to the

long-term welfare of its people (Johnson, 1983). Since R & D is a

fundamental function of universities, the effectiveness of its

management must continually be assessed. This paper examines

leadership, conflict management, and R & D worker motivation,

commitment, and risk-taking propensity in universities, compared

with corporations and government. Further, as R & D management

has been highly successful in other countries, he research

reported here is cross-cultural in nature. The three countries in

which the research for this study is being or will be conducted

are Japan, the United States, and England. This paper deals with

the findings from the first of these countries.

Background

Evidence supports the notion that research and development

practices have been extremely successful in the three named

countries, though for quite different reasons. Recently, however.

national leaders and the scientific community in general have

expressed worry that in each country there are problems with the

management of R & D. In Japan, for example, it is said that since

much of the industrial effectiveness comes from applying theory

originated elsewhere, basic research is inadequately attended to.

In England, on the other hand, despite the highest per capita

ratio of Nobel prize winners in the world, applied and

developmental research is less successful, with extraordinary
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theoretical discoveries left to other countries to capitalize on.

The United States suffers with problems at both ends of the

spectrum -- theory too frequently being left fallow for long

periods and new technologies taking too long to be developed into

market-viable products.

It is highly likely that economic conditions, cultural

differences and a variety of organizational characteristics

account for the variations founr in the effectiveness of R & D

across the three countries noted above. While prior research has

identified a number of these characteristics (primarily having to

do with structural differences within firms and personnel

policies within those structures), it was the burden of this

research to identify influential variables on the "idiographic"

side of organizational behavior -- primarily leadership and

conflict management -- and their effects on research worker

motivation, satisfaction, organizational commitment and other

personalistic conditions. As David Drew (1985) has noted,

"Scientific research has become a complex system incorporating

psychodynamic, interpersonal, institutional, and economic

factors. Consequently, the effective use of management techniques

assumes great importance in determining scientific success." (p.

5). He also notes tha* our knowledge base about the management of

science is insufficiently developed, seriously impeding the

exploration of scientific frontiers.

The focus of the research, then, was the management of the

scientific research and development laboratory in three

distinctive settings -- corporations, universities, and

governmental institutes. Data have been collected first from
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Japan, which has made enormous gains in productivity since 1945 .

There has been much written about styles of Japanese industr: 1

management, and much research continues to be conducted on tt.e

subject. It is conceivable that these same modes and management

styles whch inhere in the industrial sector may obtain as

well in the R & D area, accounting perhaps for some of the

Japanese success. There are, however, hypothetically, important

differences across the settings in which R & D takes place. Goal

foci, role definitions, organizational compl?xity, and other

conditions suggest that university R & D may be quite different

in many ways from that in government and corporate settings. It

was this possibility that directed the initial data analysis

phases of the reearch. This paper covers a small portion of the

analysis of the data from.Japan dealing with the relationship of

the type of leadership exercised to various attitudes of workers

in R & D laboratories. Other papers are concerned with conflict

management modes and with their implications for worker

motivation.

R & D in Higher Education

The institution of higher education plays significant roles

in most developed countries. In addition to its enculturation and

training functions (e.g., undergraduate and graduate education),

it acts as a major producer of new knowledge to be used both in

scince and industry and in the continuing advancement of the

general culture. In some national systems (as in Japan), the

knowledge production function appears to have been substantially

decentralized to the industrial sector. Research and development

3
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units in business and industry bear the major burden of invention

and adaptation of new ideas and products, allegedly leaving

relatively lttle to the educational sector. Central government

support of industrial research at both the basic and applied

level is maintained at high levels and is dist-ibuted in

sophisticated ways designed to stimulate and support R & D in

areas deemed central to the nation's long term interests.

Research in Japanese universities tends to be conducted

primarily by individual faculty memoel- :-nanized in units

(called "koza") with no more than three full -time faculty and

associated graduate and support staff. Little or no "big science"

takes place within Japanese universities, and few significant

breakthroughs are made at universities. The pattern is one in

which university graduates with talent seldom stay on at

universities to receive their doctorates. Rather, they move

directly to R & D laboratories in the largest and most

prestigious corporations they can find where they are trained by

the corporate staff to conduct research in the prescribed modes

preferred at the corporation. (Indeed, the common practice if for

dissertations to be prepared at corporate R & D centers,

subsequently to be submitted to universities where, without

coursework or coitinuous faculty oversight, the doctorate is

usually conferred.)

While this bifurcation may have been functional in earlier

times, some questions are being raised about the effects on the

productivity and effectivenes:. of both education and industrY

(Anderson, 1984). In the last five to ten years, there has been
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some modification of the traditional Japanese pattern, as the

government has recognized the limitations of the domination of

big sicence by the industrial sector with its more parochial

research agendas. As a result, there has been a movement to

establish large research laboratories which are associated with

the more prominent universities in Japan.

This is not to say that the Japanese model must be adopted

in toto. Many critics have begun to doubt the continued viability

of both structure and processes in the Japanese industrial sector

as well (Kagano, Nonaka, Sakakibara, & Okumura, 1983-84; Ohmae.

1985). They question the ability of the system to be

technologically creative as well as adaptive in the increasingly

competitive world markets. Since Japan is so dependent on those

markets, the issue is a serious one. More speci-f!cally, the

question is raised as to whether the phenomenon of Japanese

"groupism" (Pefu, 1980; Ouchi, 1981) and its associated

structural and processual support systems (e.g., bottom-up --

"renri" -- decision making, free and extensive information flow

laterally and vertically, non-specialized career paths, job

rotation, group evaluation, job security for life -- cf. hars-

land, 1980; Pucik & Hatvany, 1983), while promoting ha, mony and

communal spirit, prevents the individual growth and development.

creativity and motivation which may be needed for organizational

effectiveness in the new international markets (Christopher.

1984; but see Sugimoto & Mouer, 1984; Shimada, 1985).

The pattern in the United States is obviously quite

different. Universities account for the vast majority of

federally dispensed research and development funding, though the

5
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corporate sector also receives some. But although education is

more intimately involved in R & D in the United States, it is not

at all clear that its management in either corporate or

university labs is exemplary. Critics are quick to question the

continuing strength of U.S, competitiveness (Fusfeld, 1986;

Turney, 1983). The much lamented excessively short-term

orientations of managers, lack of concern for high quality,

labor-management separation, and high turno.)er, among many otner

organizational problems, have been widely discussed. Certainly

there is much reason to believe that the viability of the R & D

enterprise in thi,D country will require some rather dramatic new

thinking about leadership and organizational conditions in the

laboratories both in the educational and industrial domains.

It would seem apparent that there are some aspects of

industrial management in each country which are of value and

others which need remeoiation. This research was intended to

discover leadership orientations and pattftrns of management that

lead to greater motivation, independence, and innovative

disposition among workers in key national organizations concerned

with industrial and social advancement -- i.e., research and

development institutes. While this objective in general is

certainly not a new one (see, for example, Likert, 1961; Thamhain

& Gemmill, 1977; Thamhain & Wilemon, 1977), the prospects for

success here are enhanced by the choice of unique variables

examined for the first time in cross-cultural perspective. The

proposmd study follows in the tradition of Haire, Ghiselli and

Porter k'1963) and Bass, Burger, Doctor and Barrett (1979), but

6
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focuses on the relative effectiveness of critical managerial

perspectives and behaviors and their effects on worker

motivation.

Conceptual Framework

The concept of leadership has shifted since World War II. As

has been well documented (cf. Bass, 1981; Vroom, 1984; Misumi &

Peterson, 1985), researchers have moved from an examination of

leader traits or dispositions to leader behaviors, to more

contemporary theories of normative behavior contingent on

situations and/or larger contexts. It has become clear of late

that successful management involves a "fit" between the nature of

the demands of the members of the organization and of its

external envircnment and the psychological disoositions and

behaviors of the leader. Some (e.g., Fiedler & Chemers, 1976)

suggest that since personality or psychological traits are

relatively intractab'e, the successful manager will be that

person who is able to change the situation to meet his/her

leadership predispositions. One problem with leadership studies

is that the definition of the problematic situation is itself a

social construction of the manager who thus may fail to see what

the "true" (read, "rational, organizational") demands of the

situation are.

This research addressed itself in part to this dilemma by

examining the manager's psychological frames of reference

(Shrivastava & Mitroff, 1983). By choosing the Meyers-Briggs Type

Inventory (MBTI), a conceptual differentiation among types of

7
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managers can be made which reflects alternative approaches to

problem soving. The construction out of the Jungian typology of

information acquisition and information procesing by Kilmann &

Herden (1976) and others provides useful diagnostic categories

for understanding managerial dispositions. Managers whose

preferred style is to take in data by sensing and to act on it by

thinking (ST's) tend to be oriented toward goals of internal

efficiency, while others (SF's) look to the more individual

personal concerns of subordinates as measures of success. Still

others (NT's and NF's) tend to look beyond the borders of the

ins'itution to seek respect;vely either organizational

achievements of a diverse and somewhat impersonal kind or of a

more global, humanistic nature.

The relationship of these alternative styles to

organizational effectiveness in the three sample countries is of

concern here. While there are numerous other possible

psychological approaches to the study of leadership or/and

decision making (cf. Miller, Kets de Vries & Toulouse, 1982;

Driver, 1984), the Kilmann and Herden mode lends itself to

answers to the questions of the advantages and limitations of

Japanese, American and British management. For example, it may

well be that given the domestic and world market conditions for

each country from 1945 to, say, 1980, the special mix of Jungian

types which emerged in each country may have "it" the

contingencies. Thus, Japan's particular concern with internal

effectiveness and efficiency during this period may have demanded

ST's and SF's which apparently were in abundant supply. On the

other hand, those same managers in today's more competitive
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international environment may be inappropriate (Cameron &

Whetten, 1984; Bess, 1983). As Hoy and Hellriegel (1982) note,

the MBTI "represents a safe, but powerful means for assisting a

group of small business managers to gain self-insight into their

natural inclinations and the manner in which this insight might

influence the problems and goals they emphasise ..."

The second concept is conflict management style. The issue

of the health or devisiveness of conflict has largely been

settled in the literature. The conscnsus seems to be that

"managed conflict" is necessary -- i.e., the encouragement in an

c-ganization of conflict which is organizationally, rather than

personally, focussed and which is manifest, rather than latent

(Ponds, 1967; Deutsch, 1973; Thomas, 1975; Thomas, 1979;

Greenhalgh, 1986). The model chosen for this research is that of

Thomas as operationalized in the Thomas-Kilmann Conflict Mode

Instrument. Derived in part from the conceptualizations of Blake

and Mouton (1964), the model allows the identification of five

conflict management approaches which are generated out of an

analysis of the dispositions of respondents to two basic

orientations: the desire to maximize one's own satisfactions in a

conflict dispute and the desire to cooperate with others in a

dispute. These are conceived as independent dimensions such that

different persons may score h!gh or low on each. Each of the

modes of conflict resolu%ion is appropriate for different

contextual conditions (Thomas, 1977) as follows: competing (when

quick, decisive action is important); collaborating (when the

interests of the parties in dispute are seen as too important to

9



1 111.be comproffOsed); co-, Isomising (when goals are deemed important,
but preservation of interpersonal harmony is believed to be

critical); avoiding (when the conflict is over appar* iy trivial

matters); and accommodating (when one party's stake in the

conflict outcome appears minor and the desire to cooperate with

others predominates). For the samples in this proposed research

one would expect to find significant differences along a number

of the dimensions of concern. For example, as the notes which

accompany the Thomas-Kilmann instrument indicate:

As behaviors, collaborating and compromising are
quite different. Collaborating means working with
the otner to seek solutions which completely satisfy
both parties. This involves accepting both parties'
concerns its valid and digging into an issue in an
attempt to find innovative possibilities. It also
means being open and explora.ory. In contrast,
compromising means seeking an expedient settlement
which only partially satisfies both people. It
doesn't dig into the underlying problem, but rather
seeks a more superficial arrangement -- e.g., split
ting the difference. It is basea upon partial
concessions -- something to get something -- and may
be played close to the vest.

It is highly likely that Japanese American, and British

conflict management styles will be different, marking different

emphases on what Thomas calls the "integrative" (increasing the

size of the pie) vs "distributive" (cutting up the pie)

dimensions of conflict resolution. HypoJietically, so also will

there be differences between academic and non-academic settings.

Further, what will be of interest is the interaction of psycholo-

gical type with conflict management style (cf. Kilmann & Thomas,

1975) as well as the effect of both on the ranking of the unit

and the motivation of the workers. The Thomas-Kilmann instrument

has been extensively test "d and found to be valid and reliable



(see, for example, Kilmann & Thomas, 1977). The instrument is

comprised of only 30 items and has been successfully translated

into French, Spanish, and, in the first phase of this research,

Japanese. This reseal-eh will provide the first opportunity to

examine these conflict management modes under varying conditions

in cross-cultural comarison with the Japanese (whose conflict

management modes are alleged to be distinctive).

The last concern is with the dependent measure in this study

-- the motivation of workers. The subject of employee motivation

has received considerable attention among industrial and

organizational researchers (see, for example, the reviews in

Lawler, 1973; Steers and Porter, 1975; Staw, 1983; and Pinder,

1984). Less work has been done on faculty and/or professional

researcher motivation (but see Hagstrom, 1965; Gaston, 1978;

Andrews, 1979; Bess, 1977, 1982; Lewis & Becker, 1979; Fulton &

Trow, 1931; Staw, 1984). Theories of work motivation are

frequently classified ii.to "content" theories (usually,

need/drive approaches -- e.g., McClelland, Maslow, Alderfer,

Herzberg) and "process" theories (commonly oriented toward

explaining the elements which initiate and sustain or change

behavior -- e.g., Porter and Lawler, Vroom, Adams). In this

study, the intimate and subtle linkages between intrinsic and

extrinsic sources of motivation are viewed as critical. This

dictated the choice of the "Job characteristics" model (Hackman &

Oldham, 1980), which is built in part on Maslotes (1943) need

hierarchy and in par' on expectancy theories.

The Hackman and Oldham model recognizes the influence of the

management decisions about the design of work conditions (Job



design) especially decisions having to do with styles of

organizational control and task or worker interdependence. Among

the values of the instrument for this study is that one measure

of concern -- the "motivating potential '.core" is "a means for

summarizing the overall degree to which a job is objectively

designed in a way that maximizes the possibility for internal

motivation on the part of the people who perform it." (Hackman &

Oldham, 1974, p. 25). It also permits an independent measure of

subordinate "growth need strength". Both are important in

understanding the nature of the differences between cultures and

settings, as well as the influence of psychological type and

conflict management style of the leadership. A potential side

benefit of this study is the possibility of using the data from

the JDS to correlate both job characteristics and psychological

states with leader types and conflict modes.

The dependent variables described above are "internal" to

the organization. As such, they may or may not be related to

laboratory or institutional effectiveness measured in the system

surrounding the organization (regardless of the definition of

"effectiveness"). While there is some support in the 'iterature

that there is some correlation between high motivation.

commitment and satisfaction in workers and institutional

effectiveness as a whole, an additional measure of external

success of the laboratory has been added to the design for this

research. Although the specific criteria o;ffer in the three

countries, thc,re are effectiveness rankings of firms and

universities (though not of independent laboratories). (See, for



example, Arimoto, 1978; Jones, Lindzey, and Coggeshall, 1983;

Toyo Keizai, 1987; Japan Times, 1987; Fortune 500, 1988). Post-

hoc assignment ,f industry or university rank to the randomly

sampled institutions will permit an analysis of the relationship

of the key variables to external measures of effectiveness.

Clear;y omitted in this research are several key

organizational variables which surely have some influence on

effectiveness 'nd subordinate motivation. As Pelz and Andrews

(1976, cf. Pelz, 1978; Andrews, 1979; Lambright & Teich, 1981) so

well revealed, scientists in organizations need an optimum mix of

control and freedom for maximum satisfaction as well as

productivity. Though measures of bureaucratic control structures

and processes (Ouchi, 1978) in the units under investigation are

not explicitly addressed in the proposed study, they will be

indirectly recorded through the Hackman and Oldham measures.

Also of consequence, but not considered here is the subject

of "organizational," as contrasted with "national" culture

.(Selznick, 1957; Schein, 1985; Deal and Kennedy, 1982). While

variance in J.. 6;endent variable between units as a result of

climate and va:u c.fferences must surely exist, in this research

other sou,-.re; ci explanation are sought. More particularly, the

key assumption here is that national cultures and values will

have a profound effect on the nature of managers, the nature of

conflict management and the resultant strength of motivation of

subordinates (Haire, Ghiselli & Porter, 1963; Hofstede, 1976,

1980; Kraut, 1975; Barrett & Bass, 1976). While the measure of

"success" or "effectiveness" in this study is internal to the

national culture (i.e., the quality rankings within each country

13



and may even vary in definition across institutions within

them)), the question is begged of the long-range "fit" of

organizational internal success to national survival and

continued health. If, however, it can be shown that employees in

organizations at the tops of their fields are found to have high

motivation and productivity, it is reasonable to assume that

national welfare will be enhanced if similar policies are adopted

in orgahizations lower in the effectiveness ratings.

Criticisms of the job characteristics approach and of the

Hackman and Oldham instruments (Roberts and Glick, 1981; Aidag,

Barr & Brief, 1983; Dunham, Aldag & Brief, 1976), as well as the

potential bias from subjective reports of job characteristics

(Van de Ven & Ferry, 1980, pp. 59-62) have been partially

addressed (Oldham & Hackman, 1981). Moreover, the concern in this

proposed study is primarily with the dependent measures in the

model -- i.e., internal work motivation and various kinds of

satisfactions (growth, social supervisory, security, pay, and

general), which would seem to have been sufficiently validated in

the development of the instruments.

It should also be pointed out that the study is primarily

concerned with horizontal, not vertical conflict. Further, it is

not addressed to the leadership dynamics of the resolution of

that conflict. That is, the objective is to identify modes of

leadership and conflict management in general, without describing

(for this particular research) the concrete behavioral components

of the processes.

Finally, it should be noted that this study is descriptive
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at the organizational level, not normative at the cultural level.

That is, it is not the intent to make judgments about the values

of the national culture or of the organizational dynamics which

may follow from it. Sullivan's (1983) discussion of industrial

claus and humanism, for example, is only tangentially related to

the central concerns of this study.

Methods

Standardized instruments with published valid and reliable

translations were selected as the major medium of data collection

in the Japanese survey. Choosing well tested questionnaire

instruments which had been professionally translated mitigated

many potential problems of researcher cultural naivete or bias

which might have occurred though other more qualitative research

methods. While there is still some controversy over instrument

translations (Deutscher, 1968), properly chosen instruments can

produce the data needed for cross cultural comparisons (see

Triandis, 1972, especially pages 35-57; also Brislin, Lonner &

Thorndike, 1973). To the standardized instruments were added a

number of variables especially relevant to cross-cultural study,

as well as a range of demographic and controlling variables. All

are being subjected to the usual statistical scrutiny for

reliability and validity. The instr_mentation for the U.S. and

British phases will generally follow the same format as that used

in the Japanese study, though pretesting may dictate some changes.

The design of the research utilized three conceptualizations

of organizational phenomena which had never been combined: the

studies of leadership utilizing the Jungian psychology that Kilmann

15



and Herden (1976) had originated; the identification of

alternative modes of conflict resolution that Kilmann and Thomas

(19XX) developed; and the "job characteristics" theory originated

by Hackman and Oldham (19XX).

The three independent variables were operationalized as

follows: (1) LEADERSHIP STYLE (measured by the Meyers-Briggs Type

Indicator (MBTI) -- Meyers, 1962; McCaulley, 1981; Kilmann &

Herden, 1976); (2)CONFLICT MANAGEMENT STYLE is measured by the

Kilmann-Thomas "MODE" instrument; and (3) MANAGERIAL ATTITUDES

critical in personnel areas, measured through some original

scales developed for this research. The dependent variable of

primary interest is MOTIVATION, which is tested through the

administration of the Hackman and Oldham Job Diagnostic Survey

(which provides, in addition, measures of perceived "job

characteristics" conducive or deleterious to motivation). Other

dependent variables include satisfaction, commitment and risk

taking propensity. All of the English language questionnaires

were translated into Japanese, then backtranslated to assure

at least minimal validity, subject to empirical testing and other

validation techniques.

The unit of analysis for the study was the R & D laboratory

"section", defined as a subunit of 15-40 workers. This choice was

dictated by the need to circumscribe the research to cover "face-

to-face" leadership, rather than the more distant leadership that

might be tapped by examining laboratory leadership at the top.

Scientific research and development laboratories in selected

industrial, governmental, and university organizations in the

three ccontries were chosen. The .pecifics of the sample are

16
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given later. Below, the variables are outlined in some greater

detail, with some examples of the research questions associated

with each:

Independent Variables

LEADERSHIP STYLE
Across the three countries, what kinds of leadership
types exist in different laboratory organizations
(university, corporation, government institutes) and in

different fields (e.g., electronics, iron and steel,
chemicals, and transportation -- see below for detail)?

CONFLICT MANAGEMENT MODES
What are the various modes through which interper

sonal conflict (in many forms) is productively resolved
-- and how do these differ over types of laboratory
organizations and fields?

MANAGERIAL ATTITUDES

Control of Work
In different kinds of laboratories what is

the manager's attitude toward worker versus management
control over choice of pro,-zts and project methods?

Focus of Rewards
To what extent does the laboratory leader emphasize

individual or group achievement?

Norms of Information Flow
Are workers encouraged by management to share

discoveries freely or to keep them secret?

Social Status
Does management practice a hierarchy of status

relationships, or is the pattern more egalitarian?

Nature 91 Sanctions
Are positive or negative sanctions typically applied

by managers?

Risk Taking
Are workers encouraged to take risks in

their research or to work on projects with more certain
outcomes?

Dependent Variables

MOTIVATION. SATISFACTICN. COMMITMENT. RISKTAKING
What levels and types of worker motivation and

17



satisfaction exist, how much commitment to the
organization and its goals is there, and to what extent
are workers willing to take risks in their research
endeavors?

Controlling or Ancillary Variables

RESEARCH ORIENTATION
When an R & D organization *-.r.otsizes basic, applied

or developmental research, what kinds of leaders and
conflict management are the most effective?

FIELD eNQ ECONOMIC CONDITIONS OF THE MARKET
To what extent and in what way do industries in

declining, steady state, or expanding markets differ
in R & D leadership? What differences exist among
organizations in the fields of electronics, iron and
steel, chemicals, and transportation, the fields chosen
for analysis in the Japanese phase?

LABORATORY AGE/RESEARCH PROJECT STAGE
What is the relationship between R & D management

style and the age of the laboratory and stage of
development of a project.?

DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF LEADERS
How are age, education, and employment history related

to R & D management style?

The basic questions above are amplified in the sections which
follow:

A. What are the psychological characteristics of effective
academic and industrial research leaders? While simple
analysis of leadership traits has been generally discredited,
the use of the MBTI may yield new findings which reflect
contingencies where certain traits may be more successful.
For example, concerns for internal efficiency or
effectiveness may, under certain conditions, have to be
subordinated to market share or social responsibility
pressures.

B. What styles of conflict management predominate in
effective and ineffective leaders? The use of the
Thomas-Kilmann MODE instrument will reveal distinctive
approaches to conflict resolution (e.g., accommodative,
competitive, compromising, atioiding, or collaborating) which,
in turn, reveal culture-bound and/or specialized
academic/industrial dispositions. Which approaches lead to
organizational effectiveness in Japan, the United States, and
England and in the non-profit versus profit sectors of
interest here?
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C. What is the impact of leader characteristics defined by
the three independent variables on subordinate motivation and
creativity? Are there specific combinations of psychological
characteristics of leaders, group conflict management styles,
and managerial attitudes which produce departments which are
reputed to be more successful than others and which also
promote subordinate satisfactions? Under what conditions is
individual motivation enhanced or inhibited (e.g., when
"efficiency" is the leadership orientation and
"collaborating" the conflict management mode -- or is some
other combination appropriate)?

D. Are there differences in the fit between the above
independent and dependent variables across the sectors of
interest -- corporations, government institutes, and
universities? Does successful conflict management in
universities, for example, require different modes than in
corporations or government institutes?

E. Is a laboratory orientation toward basic, applied or
developmental research related to the nature of the
leadership and conflict- management found in there?

F. How do market forces (e.g., perceived availability of
funding for research in key areas) affect the variables of
interest? In a declining field, for example, are certain
kinds of leadership and conflict management more effective?

G. As projects near completion, is a different kind of
leadership required than for projects just beginning or at
the mid-point?

A schematic diagram outlining the mulitivariate relationships

among these variables is presented on the following page.

Collection of data in a foreign country constitutes an

especially difficult task in the face of the language barrier as

well as the cultural biases win respect to such issues as

honesty in responses. For example, whereas in the United States,

it is possible to select a random sample from a population and to

survey that sample by securing names and addresses from some

reliable source, such may not be the case abroad. In the first

place, directories of institutions are organized in different

ways from the Western tradition. Even with the help of skilled

translators, it is only by trial and error that the non-native
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CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR THE RESEARCH

Leader Type
(MBTI)

]Job Conditions
(role clarity

V

Manageme,.t

Psychological States
(task identity
job involvement
job importance
work feedback)

Style task interdep.

01

ext.: feedback
work overloadLeader Values

(dissfree, idearisk,
timerisk)

--]Conflict

adequate tools)

'Moderating Variables:
Individual demographics
Type of organization

(gov't, university, corp.)
Type of industry

(chemicals, transp., iron 6
steel, electronics)

R & D orientation
(basic, applied, developmental)

Country
(Japan, U.S., Britain)
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Dependent Variables-Individual
(satisfaction/commitment
satisfaction w/variety/challenge
self-esteem
satisfaction with colleagues
satisfaction with compensation
risk taking willingness

Dependent Variables-Organizational
(R & D unit quality
patent applications
company/institutional growth
company/institutional rank)



researcher can discover the criteria for inclusion or exclusion

from a directory.

The objectives of the research dictated the selection of a

survey research population constrained by several variables.

First, the economic sector of the laboratory (government,

university or corporate) had to be differentiated on the grounds

that the subcultural differences among these types might require

different kinds of leadership. Second, the type of industry (iron

a.id steel, chemicals, transportation, and electrical) was chosen

for the current varying economic circumstances in which the

industries exist. It was reasoned, for example, the.t industries

in decline, steady state or ascent might benefit from different

kinds of R & D leaders (as, for example, if the research in the

industry requires incremental versus breakthrough ..adv.vices).

A third cut in the sampling was actually conducted post hoc.

Research and development in the basic, applied and developmental

areas could require quite different leadership styles to be

successful. A set of questions in the survey instrument were

designed to capture this dimension.

Still another criterion used in the sampling was suggested

by the desire to obtain a model or prototypical group, identified

through independent means, against which the other surveyed

laboratories or groups of laboratories could be measured. In the

Japanese phase, such a category was found in the special funding

provided by Japan's federal agency concerned 1,1ith national

scientific industrial productivity (MITI). Nine nationally known

scientific researchers had been given large grants to establish
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and lead R & D laboratories without the usual sponsor control

over objectives and methods. A sampling of sections within these

laboratories was conducted to provide the model data.

Finally, because of the uncertainties of the method of

survey research in Japan, in-person contacts were made with

six selected large ( )anizations, and arrangements were made to

garner the direct support of the directors of some of their R & D

laboratories. The six were:

Corporate:
Mitsubishi Metals
Mitsubishi Electric
Nissan Motors
Nippon Steel

Government
Agency for Industrial Science and Technology

Quasi-government
National Telephone and Telegraph (newly converted from a

public to a private organization'

Directories of R & D laboratories were used to select names

of laboratories in each of the three sectors. The inital sample

was comprised of 180 laborat...-ies in each (not including the

above grouping). A size criterion cutoff was chosen to

standardize the population. Each laboratory, furthermore, was

required to have at least one section of 15 to 40 workers -- the

unit of analysis for the study.

Names of the section leaders were not available in the

directories, partly because in Japan there is a strong pattern of

frequent job rotation and partly, as in America, because

directories tend not to be updated regularly, leaving obsolete

name -s. More important, section heads tended to be relatively low
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in the hierarchy and were seldom listed.

Because of this condition, it was decided to send the aurvey

to the laboratory director mself with instructions to

redistribute the questionnaires. This decision was made also

because it was felt that the powerful forces of hierarchical

authority would improve the response rate at the section level

when a request was received from the director of the laboratory.

In point of fact, this was a double-edged sword (no Japanese pun

intended), since another tradition in Japanese organizations is

for the leadership never to "make a decision" that has not been

cleared below. Hence, there were many delays as well as

declinations from this procedure.

The directors of the laboratories were asked (in Japanese

translation) to select two sections to which sets of question-

naires were to be delivered. The instructions also asked them to

make the selection on the following grounds: one section should,

in the opinion of the director, be headed by an exemplary person

whose effectiveness ha. been demonstrated in previous R & D

success; th, other section leader was to be a "less than

maximally effective" one. (How this subtle, and not offensive,

communication was actually translated and received is still

uncertain. In point of fact, subsequent comparisons between

"quality" levels on most of the variables of the study have not

(yet] proved to be productive.)

Both of the two section leaders who received the packages of

questionnaires were asked to fill out questionnaires designed

for sect:on leaders and to distribute to s'x of their workers

another type of questionnaire designed for the latter. Special



instructions were included to prevent the section leader from

distributing the questionnaires to workers thought to have unu-

sually favorable or deviant attitudes toward tht' leader or the

laboratory. Ali of the questionrAires were accompanied by

stamped, self-addressed envelopes that ensured their delivery to

a prominent well-respected 'apanese "think tank" in the Tokyo

area (which also, incident;.411y, offered its imprimatur for the

study in the cover letters).

Including both random and non-random samples, a total of 160

questionnaires was received from section leaders, and 796

questionnaires were received from R & D workers. No follow-up

letters could be written to elicit a greater response, as in

Japan such an overture would be construed as an insult. That is,

it must be assumed that the request was received and attended to.

Calling attention to a "failure" to respond, or even hinting that

the questionnaires may have been overlooked would be to cause a

loss of "face" and would not only have beer, ineffective but would

have embarrassed the agency sponsoring the research.

At this writing, it is unclear exactly what the response

rate was and what, if any, was the nature of the response bias.

For example, in a number of cases, no questionnaires at all were

received from the laboratory, implying that there was a decisic,n

at the laboratory level not to cooperate in the study. An

analysis of the respondents and nonrespondents at the

organizational level will be conducted. In some cases,

questionnaires were received from section leaders, but not from

workers, indicating (perhaps) that the section leader did not
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distribute the questionnaires below his level. In other cases,

some, but not all, workers returned questionnaires, and in a

number of instances, even when workers returned questionnaires,

there was none from the leacier. All of these sources of potential

bias have yet to be sorted out. It should be notea, however, that

Japan is a highly homogeneous society. Hence, most (but clearly

not all) non-respondents probably do not differ as significantly

from respondents as might be expected in the United States.
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Data Analysis

Data from each questionnaire were punched into a computer

and verified in Japan and transferred to tape for transport to

the United States. Here they were prepared for analysis at NYU's

computer facility. After the usual data cleaning, factor analyses

were performed to determine whether the pre-existing theoretical

concepts and instrumentation from the Western literature held up

with Japanese data. In particular, the MBTI, the Thomas-Kilmann

MODE, and the Hackman-Oldham JDS questions were subjected

ifidfpendently to principal components factor analyses with

varimax rotations. The results of this analysis revealed, not

surprisingly, that the reliability and validity of the United

States instruments were only partially confirmed.

The characteristics of the scales created by the items in

the factor analysis of the MBTI are listed in Exhibit II below.

Exhibit II
Scale Names and Reliabilities for the Japanese MBTI

Name No. Items Reliability
(alpha level)

Extroversion/Introversion I 5 .70
Feeling/Thinking 4 .69
Intuition/Sensation 3 ?
Thinking/Feeling 3 .66
Sensation/Intuition 4 .70
Extroverion/Introversion II 2 .53
Extroversion/Introversion III 2 .58
Judging/Perception 2 .49

(Note: While these reliabilities are marginally acceptable,
the veribles do provide sufficient diagnostic power to suggest
that further refinement by Japanese psychometrists may be
worthwhile. Further descriptions of the composition of these
scales is available on request.)
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The English version of the MBTI suggests that Thinking-Feeling is

one dimension and Sensation-Intuition another, resulting in the

four personality types. For this sample, however, two separate

factors for each dimension emerged from the factor analysis. In

each case, the similar factors were virtually uncorrelated, but

inverse in the factor weights. For example, the three items in

the first Sensation/Intuition factor loaded heavily on the

sensation side (i.e, were positively weigthed), while the second

Intuition/Sensation i.,ctor was loaded on the intutioni side --

the inference being that two subsamples were involved. In the

analysis, only the first T/F dimension (Eigen value = 4.1) and

the first N/S dimension (Eigen value = 2.7) were used, as these

tended to be most closely correlated with the dependent

variables. Additional research will be necessary to determine the

reasons for the multidimensionality of the two dimensions in the

Japanese setting, but from the first two dimensions alone, as

will be seen, are sufficiently diagnostic for a first look.

To establish the four leader types, each dimension was

divided into high and low categories, with a fifth ctegory

established as a "mixed" leadership style. The score cut-offs

used to create the categories were as follows:

Exhibit I

Cut-offs of Scale Scores for MBTI Categories

Intuition/Sensation Range
3 4 5,6

8 NF SF
Feeling/
Thinking 7 Mixed
Range

4,5,6 NT ST
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Clearly, the division of the scale scores into these

categories is arbitrary. All that can be said is that the

subjects who fall into one or another section are higher or lower

or different from the others. Unfortunately, it is not possibible

at this point to draw comparisons with conditions in the United

States. For example, the lowest Japanese score on F/T may be

higher than the highest U.S. score. Further investigation is

planned of the psychometrics of the U.S. MBTI and a testing of

the Japanese version in a United States setting will be conducted

in order eventually to make the cross-cultural comparisons.

The categories of the Thomas-Kilmann MODE instrument also

broke down somewhat in the Japanese testing (though as with the

MBTI, the dimensions are interestingly diagnostic and refelctive

of cultural differences). As this paper does not utilize data

from this instrument, discussion of the scale properties is

deferred to a later time.

The categories of the Hackman-Oldham JDS held up with the

Japanese data only partially. The following variables and their

reliabilities are noted below:

(insert Exhibit II about here)

To compare the MBTI scales with those above. the latter were

divided into three categories: scores greater than one standard

deviation above the mean constituted the "positive" attitudes of

the workers. Scores more than one standard deviation below the

mean were considered to be "negative" effects of the leadership

style, while scores between plus and minus one standard deviation

were considered to represent neither positive or negative effect.
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These latter were discarded in the analysis. This division

resulted for this array of data in adequate cell sizes only for

the negative side (the data being slightly skewed in this

direction). Hence, findings of the relationship between

Dependent Variables
(Modification of Hackman-Oldham Instrument)

Scale Name No. Items Reliability

Satisfaction with and
Commitment to Org'n 14 .93
Work task interdependence 8 .73
Satisfaction with work
variety and challenge 7 .83

Task identity/meaningfulness 5 .76
External feedback adequacy 3 .79
Satisfaction with colleague

support 6 .77
Work overload ???
Adequacy of tools and

equipment 2 .85
Self-esteem 2 .87
Job significance 3 .79
Job content feedback

adequacy 3 .64
Role clarity 2 .63
Job involvement 2 .63
Satisfaction with compen-

sation 2 .68



t

the leadership styles (MBTI) and the worker attitudes (the

modified JDS) are reported here only for the negative effects by

leader category, controlled for type of laboratory (government,

university, or corporation).
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A.

Findings

The number of findings from this research are many and

diverse. In this paper only those dealing with differences among

universities, government institutes and corporations are

reported. Four sections follow: (1) laboratory/section attitudes

on a variety of demographic dimensions; (2) attitudes of leaders;

(3) motivation, satisfaction, and risk-taking differences among

workers; and (4) the impact of leaders by psychological type on

motivation, satisfaction, and risk-taking.

Differences Between Corporations. Universities. and
Government Laboratories

To give some continuity to the disucssion, a summary of the

findings in this area is presented first. It is followed by some

details of the data.

(Not included in this paper. See Appendix A.)

Attitudes and Values of Leaders

There were also differences in leader attitudes and values.

These included such matters as source and degree of control over

work, nature of authority relationships, freedom to communicate

outside of the organization, etc.

(Not included in this paper. See Appendix B.)

Differences in Modified JD. Across Types of Laboratories

In this section the mean scores on the fourteen scales

developed from the factor analysis of the Japanese data on the

JDS are compared across corporations, universities and

government.

(Not included in this paper)
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Differences in Relationships of Leader Types to Worker Attitudes
Across TYPOS of Laboratories

In this fourth and final data analysis section, the

relationships between leader types and some of the fourteen

variables comprising the modified JDS, controlling for type of

laboratory (university, government or corporation) are presented.

The analysis proceeds in the reverse direction from that

suggested by the theoretical foundations of the JDS, looking

first at the dependent variables, then to the job conditions and

psychological states, and finally to motivational factors. More

particularly, the flow is as follows:

A. Work task interdependence
Work overload
Role clarity
Adequacy of tools

B. Job content feedback
External feedback

D. Task identity E. Satisfaction
Job significance & Commitment
Jo:, involvement Satisfaction
Selevsteem with Variety

C. Satisfaction with compensation
Satisfaction with colleagues

While in some cases the cell sizes for the university

laboratories were less than the minimum required for the chi

square statistic, the test is robust enough to permit conclusions

to be drawn about the differences. However, for this paper, only

differences across the types of labs showing the negative effects

of different types of leaders could be analyzed because of the

relatively low numbers. That is, differences across the three

sectors (government, university and corporation) are reported

only for dependent scale scores falling at or below one standard

deviation below the mean. A summary chart revealing the findings
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fbr all fourteen variables is shown and discussed first. This is

followed by a consideration of some of the variables separately.

(Insert Exhibit I about here)

A brief explanatory note of caution is in order here. By

observing the differences among laboratories in worker reported

attitudes, the inference should not be drawn that a particular

type is necessarily "bad." Rather, the conclusion should be drawn

that leaders with these predispositions are not able to give

adequate time and attention to leadership responsibilities that

the demands of group, organization, and circumstance demand.

Inherent in this analysis, then, is the "fit" or "contingency"

notion now prevalent in leadership theory (however those

contingencies may be extraordinarily different in another

culture).

The Exhibit displays the overall relationships between

psychological type of leader and the fourteen worker variables.

There is a consistency across variables within the economic

sectors -- government, university and corporation -- and a great

disparity across them. For example, in government R & D

laboratory sections, it appears that without exception when SF

types are leaders, there is a strong negative effect. Not only

are the independent variables in the HackmanOldham framework

more depressed in the presence of SF's, but so are the dependent

variables (e.g., satisfaction and commitment to the organization

and satisfaction with variety and challenge). A clearcut case

also exists for the least deleterious effects (i.e., the pattern

of leader types that is most closely associated with fewer

reports by workers of negative effects). Intuition types as
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Exhibit I

eader Types with Hiohest and Lowest Neoative Effects
on Dependent Variables lat Economic Sector

Government University Corporation
Highest Lowest Highest Lowest Highest Lowest

Variable

1. Work Task Inter-
dependence SF NT M,SF ST ST,NT M,NF

2. Work Overload SF NF,NT M ST ST,NT MO\IF

3. Role Clarity SF NT,NF SF ST NT,ST M,NF

4. Feedback from work
itself SF NT M ST SF,ST M,NF

5. Feedback from
others SF NT M ST SF NF

6. Adequacy of tools,
equipment SF NT M ST ST M.NF

7. Satisfaction with
compensation SF NT,NF NF ST ST,NT M

8. Job significance SF NF,NT M,SF NT NT M,SF

9. Job involvement SF NT,NF M ST ST M,NF

10. Self-esteem SF NT,NF M ST ST,NT M,NF

11. Task identity SF NT,NF M ST ST,NT M,NF

12 Satisfaction with
colleague support SF NF M ST ST M

7
13. Satisfaction with

and commitment to
organization SF M ST NT,ST M,NF

14. Satisfaction with
variety and
challenge SF NF,NT M,SF ST NT,ST M,NF
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leaders, especially NT's, are more frequently associated with

fewer workers expressing negative attitudes (i.e., more than 1

S.D. below the mean).

A completely different picture appears for universities and

corporations. In the former, mixed type leaders are least

desirable, while ST's appear more favorable, producing the fewest

number of workers with negative attitudes. In corporations..

almost a totally opposite findings occurs, with ST's being least

desirable and M's and NF's the most.

It is perhaps easiest to analyze these patterns if the

assumptions of the Hackman-Oldham model are accepted here. That

is, it would follow that when job conditions do not produce

desired psychological states, end result variables will also be

negative. It is useful, consequently,. to start the separate

analysis of the fourteen variables with the dependent side of

the Hackman-Oldham model, then trace backward the sources of

influence on those variables..

In Exhibit II below, the data showing the relationships

between the five MBTI types and the first dependent variable,

"satisfaction with and commitment to the organizatiun", are

given.

(Insert Exhibit II about here)

As will be seen, this Exhibit and others that follow reflect

the overall patterns presented in Exhibit I. Of immediate

noteworthiness in this Exhibit is the overall difference in the

distributions of the five types. In the government sector, the SF

type leader appears to have the most deleterious effects on
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Exhibit Ti
wader Type, and Worker Attitude bx. ape of Laboratory

1. Satisfaction with and Commitment to the Organization
(Negative Effects -- 'X by column)

Government University Corporation Total

NF 11 24 13 14

SF 35 24 17 26

NT 11 18 30 20

ST 19 6 28 20

Mixed 25 29 12 20

N 81 34 76 191

Chi square - 25.29
D.F. = 8
Significance = .0014
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satisfaction and commitment to the organization (35%), while for

the university, it is the le7ider with no predominant type -- the

mixed leacer (29%). In corporations, negative effects ar, most

highly correlated with NT or ST typee leaders (30X; 31%).

It is not surprising that in the government sector, which is

primarily concerned with th enhancement of the general welfare,

a leader whose personality disposition (NF) "matches" that need

produces the least undesirable effect on workers (ewer workers

reporting dissatisfaction). NF's are concerned with sociai

welfare in a broad general sense, certainly the prime manifest

objective of government R & D laboratories. Looked at from the

other side, the sensation orieated/feeling leader (SF) in

government labs seem to have the most unfortunate effect.

There are several reasons why this apparent compatibility

nay produce the desired results. First, perhaps the long-

term, outside orientation of leaders with NF dispositions is

theoretically of potential benefit to a non-profit organization

seeking to identify and solve scientific problems for the good of

the society. The Japanese government is a forceful and effective

presence in Japanese society. It is responsive to the corporate

sector which dominates the R & D field, while at the same time

taking the initiative for filling perceived gaps. Workers will,

therefore, in all 1 kelihood tend to see their leaders as

compatible with the goals and objectives of the larger organiza-

tion to which they belong.

The NF leader is also suitable for the day-to-day

requirements of R & D administration in the laboratory. Japanese

workers identify with fierce loyalty with their organizations,
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and their organizations respond with a filial type concern and

caring, which is ,tense and continuous. For the most part this

organizational response is peer dominated. That is the Japanese

worker submerges himself primarily in his immediate group and

finds succor from their support. There is, to be sure, a certain

kind of leader-worker interaction in every group. However, the

"leader" in this case is more frequently a person of higher

position and status, usually the department chairman or

laboratory director, depending on the size of the units and

organization. Indeed, the Japanese organization qua "family"

reinforces family-type roles such as father, mother, and sibling,

though these family roles must be understood as they are

conceived and enacted in a distinctive Japanese culture.

The Sensation/Feeling leader, on the other hand, deals in

the minutia of interpersonal relations. This special orientation

may be ill-suited to the needs r4 government R & D workers whose

autonomy is critical to effective functioning. Here again, it

should be noted that autonomy in Japan is group centered, not

individual centered. That is, the group needs, and is given,

great Discretionary power, thus obviating the need for close

supervision by a formal leader. Too, as discussed below, group,

rather than individual, tendering of "consitleration" (in the

leadership jargon) is the norm in Japan, except for special

circumstances where personal problems are attended to by persons

outside of the immediate formal work group, but within the

organization°
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An apparent reversal of logic takes place in the corporate

sector where the "thinking" types (NT and ST), hypothetically

highly beneficial to corporate efficiency, are least effective.

To speculate, perhaps in corporate laboratories, with their heavy

emphasis on practical matters and their shortterm perspective,

workers' feelings are less attended to. Note that the feeling

dimension is m;ssing from the NT's and ST's. In corporation labs,

compared with government and universities, the number of projects

underway at any one time is fewer, the time on projects is

shorter, there are more and different people from other

organizational functions, the leaders ere younger, and turnover

of leadership is higher. These conditions may engender an anxiety

about changing group relations that may be exacerbated by the

production and efficiency orientations of leaders. Note that M's

and NF's have the least unfortunate effects on workers in

government labs, indicating perhaps that a balanced leader

orientation is especially important.

Further, as with the government sector. the external

orientation of the leader may also be potentially beneficial.

Corporate success in Japan is measured not in profitability but

in financial stability or security, realized in part through

steady growth and large size. Hence, even at the section level,

the leader who can forward the goals.of section, lab, and company

will be more likely to engender feelings of satisfaction and

commitment.

The first of the independent variables to be discussed is

work or task interdependence. Hgain, there are significant

differences the laboratories as revealed in Exhibit III.
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Exhibit III
Leader Type and Worker Attitude bz Type of Laboratory

2. Work task interdependence
(Negative effects --

Government University

by column)

Corporation Total

NF 13 23 10 13

SF 35 26 17 26

NT 10 16 31 20

ST 22 7 32 23

Mixed 20 29 11 18

N 79 31 82 192

Chi square = 27.71
D.F. = 8
Significance = .0005

Different kinds of leaders are associated with different

patterns of worker interdependence. For example, in the govern-

ment sample, the least interdependence (most autonomy*) was asso-

ciated with a SF type leader (35X). For universities, it was the

mixed le ;der (29X), while in corporations, the ST or NT (32X,

31X) type leaders had this effect. More interdependence in

unk,rsities, on the other hand, was associated with ST's (7%)

while in government labs, it was NT'S (10%) and in corporations,

with NF's or Mixed leaders (10%, 11%). Recasting these rank

orderings into chart form reveals some rather dramatic

differences as noted in the table below (which is a subset of

the Exhibit above).

*Note: the way that the data are calculated makes the reporting
grammatically difficult. A high percentage means that there were
more workers scoring in the lower range for the variable (greater
than -1 S.D.) with leaders of th's type.
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More interdependence
(less autonomy)

Less interdependence
(more autonomy)

Government University Corporation

NT ST NF,M
(10%) (7%) (10%01%)

SF M,SF ST,NT
(35%) (29%;26%) (32:A31%)

It is extremely difficult to interpret the corporate data.

It would be reasonable to assume that pragmatic conerns for

efficiency and effectiveness would lead to the employment of

Thinking types in order to structure the interactions more

collaboratively, especially to foster the technology transfer

process. In Japan, there is a much greeter integration of

functional areas (marketing, engineering, production, and R & D)

than in the United States, thus necessitating more interdepen-

dence among workers. Yet, Thinking types in this research are

found to be associated with most worker autonomy. The finding

reported earlier that Thinking types also are associated with

les.: satisfaction with and commitment to the organization makes

this finding of greater autonomy even more anomalous. It may be

that it is the failure of the ST and NT leader to create tight

bonds of interdependence in the face of corporate needs for that

interdependence that creates the dissatisfaction. That is, if R &

D workers in corporate labs require close collaboration with

others, and, if as reported here, the collaboration -- or at

least interdependence -- is not forthcoming, there may be some

degree of dissatisfaction.

Alternatively, it could be that the frequent Job rotation

system in Japan and the highly collaborative interactions across

functional boundaries makes ST and NT leaders appear superfluous,
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especially to workers alredy comm!tted to the goals of corporate

growth and efficiency. (As will be seen later, satisfaction with

work variety and challenge is also lowest for NT's and ST's).

This conclusion is confounded somewhat in the light of the

data for university laboratories where ST'S produce most

interdependence/least autonomy (in direct contrast to

corporations). Since ST'S also are related to highest

satisfaction and commitment to organization (or, more correctly,

with least detriment to satisfaction and commitment), it is

possible to interpret the intern2.1 efficiency orientation of the

ST leader in university labs as providing more structure in the

somewhat more anarchic setting, thus giving workers a greater

sense of coherence and focus within the laboratory. The ST

leader can reduce the Japanese worker's sense of isolation

occasioned through his greater autonomy by giving him a more

ordered environment in which to work. These speculations would

seem to confirm thelong-held position of leadership theorists

that organizational contingencies dictate a "fit" between workers

and leaders. In the corporate setting, ST's are related to

highest worker interdependence, but only moderate overall

satisfaction and commitment, while in the university these same

types are related to more autonomy and higher satisfaction and

commitment.

Worker satisfaction with work variety was examined next. The

data are given in Exhibit V below.

(Insert Exhibit IV about here)
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Exhib!t IV
Leader Type and Worker Attitude p2 Type of Laboratory

3. Satisfaction with Work Variety and Challenge
(Percent of column totals)

Government University Corporation Total

NF 10 23 13 13

SF 38 27 18 28

NT 11 17 30 20

ST 22 7 28 22

Mixed 19 27 12 17

N 79 30 87 196

Chi square = 23.73
D.F. =
Significance = .0025

Again with this variable, it is useful to identify types of

leaders who have most and least pernicious influence. NF type

leader's seem to -e least effective in government and university

labs (38% and 27t), as seen by the number of workers dissatisfied

with their work variety and challenge. In the corporate sector,

it is NT's (S0%), followed by ST's (28%). Least det^imen611 are

the sensation types in Government NF- 10%; NT - 11%), ST's (7%)

in universities, and mixed or NF's (12%; 13%) in corporations.

It is understandable that in the government sector, section

leaders with concerns for public welfare are most effective, as

noted earlier. Socia,ization processes in Japan are extreme and

effective. Japanese work enterprises are "total organizations" in

Goffman's terms. Hence, workers in the organizations can be

expected almost completely to have adopted the requisite values
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and to hay_ made them their own. The leader of the organization,

in this case the scientific laboratory section, is the

personification of those values and the one with whom workers

identify (and the one whom they helped to have chosen as their

leader). This similarity of values of worker and leader may

fact contribute to the sense of satisfaction of the workers.

Once again, as noted above, the posture of the NF leader is

toward the outside -- toward the fulfullment of organizational

objectives vis -a -is the general public (or, perhaps less

romantically, of his section within the organization that

constitutes its environment. That is, the section sees its role

as providing for the good and welfare of the system external to

it, in this case the organization as a whole. Further, NF type

le,-clers are likely to be engaged in external relations more than

internal, thus (by benign neglect, perhaps) allowing more worker

autonomy and hence satisfaction with variety and challenge.

A similar argument might be made for the corporate sector

where NT's and ST's are least likely to produce workers who are

satisfied with work variety and challenge. It is conceivable that

in the more turbulent external and internal corporate world, with

its rapid personnel rotation policies, NT's who look primarily

outside the boundaries of the organization tend to neglect the

individual needs of workers for work variety and challenge. In

this case, because of the. different context, the neglect is not

benign. ST's, on the other hand, may be overly concerned Kith

efficiency which requires more specialization. The latter, in

turn, is inversely correlated with the generalization and
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challenge forthcoming from working on many different jobs.

Alternatively, it could be that under the press of short-term

corporate goals, accentuated by the leader, work variety and

challenge for workers exceeds the optimum amount.

The more favorable impact of NT's in the university sector

speaks to the felicitous effects of the apparent "mismatch" of

leader type to organizational type -- i.e., the alleged need of

the organization for a leader whose dispositions suit the current

internal and external conditions. NT's tend to be concerned with

external conditions, growth, market share, resource acquisition.

Japanese university laboratories with NT leaders have successful

entrepreneurs -- lear'ers who are able to attract new resource-

and make a name for the university. For workers accustomed to the

snail's pace of university growth, these leaders may be able to

prov;de just the variety and challenge they have been looking

for.
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In some contrast to the United States and England, education

and industry are not closely articulated in Japan. Advanced

education and training is largely relegated to carefully

orchestrated onthejob programs (Cantor, 1985). College

graduates are typically placed in firms in accordance with the

prestige ,:rf their degreegranting institutions and the hierarchy

of status of the corporation. Both practices are alleged to

produce a homogeneity of values and ideological perspectives

which makes "groupthink" (Janis, 1972; Janis & Mann, 1977) a real

danger in the production of both basic and applied research in

the corporate sector (though see Sullivan, Suzuki & Kondo, 1985).

As a Japanese proverb puts it, "deru kugi wa sugu utareru" --

"the nail that protrudes gets pounded down."

On the other hand, in more egalitarian societies such as the

United States, individuality, if not idiosyncratic behavior is

tolerated or even encouraged, often to the disadvantage of

collaborative groop behavior which may be needed, particularly

for some kinds of research.

In the field of education, research and development is also

disadvantaged by its separation from industry. The lack of

reliance by the industrial sector on trained personnel from

departments of graduate education and new knowledge from academic

research and development units in the uni.'ersities results in

underutilization and often poor management in higher education.

Without market demands for quality or quality of education or

research output, academic research and development tends to lie

fallow.
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In each country, despite the constraints on individual or

group activity, there are examples of highly successful units in

government, corporate and academic sectors. What special

:haracteristics of the leadership orientations and behaviors and

conflict management modes in these "anomalous" units contributes

to that success constitutes the thrust of this research.

Karl Weick (1984) has seriously questioned the need for

"cohesion" in research settings, suggesting that effective

organizations trade off cohesion for "accuracy" -- an enhanced

sensitivity to the needs of their clients. What kinds of leaders

manifest the proper balance between cohesion and accuracy in

their conflict management modes is the question of concern here.

Thr findings from the research should be of value in the

explication of the conflicting demands of individual and social

system. In particular, the research should contribute to the

research community investigating the concepts of leadership,

conflict management, and motivation in organized settings. The

research links conceptual frameworks not previously aggregated

and should provide important new insights into the theoretical

relationships among them.

The particular findings reported in this paper demonstrate

the importance of the contextual factors accompar.ying each of the

sectors investigated -- corporate, university and government. In

each case, a disctinctively different type of leader was

associated with different levels of motivation of workers.

Clearly there is more work to be done before a conclusion can be

drawn that motivational deficiencies of R & D workers also are
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related to lower levels of output of the laboratories. Previous

research the relationships between satisfaction and

productivity has shown that connection to be tenuous at best.

Nevertheless, there is in the research reported here some reason

to believe that leadership does, in fact, make a difference at

some human level in the organization and that there is still room

for more investigation of the effects on external effectiveness.
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Appendix A
Demographic Differences Between Corporations,

Universities and Government Laboratories

To give some continuity to the di sion, a summary of the

findings in this area is presented first. It is followed by some

details of the data.

Since research and development in Japan is carried out in

different organizational settings, some effort in this study was

made to determine the important structural and orocessual

differences across these work places. Some significant

differences among these types of laboratories exist. Because of

the nature of the organizational control structure, university

laboratories tend to be smaller, with fewer research project

under way, and with more of an emphasis on basic (rather than

applied or levelopmental research) than in corporations or

government labs.

University section leaders tend to have held their

positions for much longer than leaders in other type

organizations, probably owing to the relative infrequency of

changes in jobs compared to corporate and government

laboratories.

Corporate laboratories have younger section leaders.

Because corporate R & D is expanding, there are opportunities for

upward mobility in the laboratories. In addition, there is some

recognition of the need for young leadership, especially in

scientific domains.

Corporate leaders tend to keep their communications within

the corporate sector in contrast to leaders of other labs who

1
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communicate somewhat more with outside people. The understandable

need in the corporate sector to maintain secrecy about

discoveries may inhibit frequent outside contact on business-

related matters. On the other hand, in universities, the

tradition of cosmopolitanism, as well as the relatively small

academic community lends itself to a more open and fluid cross-

institutional communication pattern.

Corporations tend to concentrate on developmental research

and are more willing to terminate research projects sooner than

others. Here again, this finding reflects the more pragmatic

corporate concern for short-term results. Government

laboratories, on the other hand, concentrate most on applied

research. and tend to be willing to continue a research project

for a longer period of time (as much as 26X longer than

universities and 34% longer than corporations).

C* U* G*
Data Detail

A. Section Leader Characteristics
1. Corporation section leaders are at least five

years younger than leaders of university and
government sections. Aoe

47 53 54

2. University section leaders have been in office more
than twice as long as others. Years in Office

2.6 7.1 2.8

3. Government section leaders spend more time
with others outside of their own and similar
institutions. %Time in Other Setti ,os

14 19 26

4. Universities have the fewest number of
professional research workers per section.

No. Professional Workers

2

*Cis Corporation U=University 5 ,G=Government

31 11 28



5. Universities have the smallest administrative
staff size per section. No. of Administrators

8 2 8

6. Universities begin fewer research projects
each year. No. Projects Begun, J Year

17 7 18

7. Corporations are willing to terminate
research projects sooner than Minimum Project Length
others (months). 14 19 21

8. Government laboratory sections are willing to
continue a research project longer. Maximum Project, Length
(months) 50 53 67

9. The emphases of the three types of
laboratories differs. X Section Emphasis

Basic 10 54 21
Applied 40 33 52
Developmental 50 13 27

10. Prospects five years from now for increases
in funding for research are viewed more
optimistically by corporate leaders.
(1=Rapid Growth; 5=Rapid Decline) M. an Growth Estimate

2.5 3.2 3.0



Appendix B
Leader Attitudes And Values

There were also differences in leader attitudes and values.

Concerning the source and degree of control over the worx

setting, there are a few differences between the three groups but

no clear positive cr negative feeling on most issues among the

managers in each category. On average, though most leaders in all

three groups moderately agree that workers should have a

considerable voice in the choice of project on which they are

working, no clear consensus exists within each group with respect

to manager versus worker control over the pace of the work, the

standards of quality allowed, or esponsibility for evaluation of

the results of research.

The issue of nurturing of indivic ality in the service of

creative research and development was important in this research.

Section leaders in each group seem moderately to favor group

rather than individual effort and satisfactions (corporations,

somewhat less so.)

Part of this research was concerned with the nature of the

flow of information within the laboratory as yell as across

laboratory boundaries to the professional and business

communities outside. In general, section leaders expressed fairly

high agreement that workers should have freedom to communicate

about their work with others outside the unit (somewhat less in

the corporate sector).

Another issue of concern was whether a more hierarchica4

versus egalitarian ethos existed across the types of

laboratories. Section leaders on average expressed no positive

4
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feelings about the use of formal Job titles, job seniority, or

age as bases for allocating spe-ial privileges.

Worker motivation was viewed by section leaders on the whole

as best stimulated b> posii.ive incentives rather than negative

sanctions, though leaders agreed rather strongly that workers

should be made aware of penalties for failure.

Risk taking is critical to new discoveries, and most

laboratory leaders in this study believed that it should be

encouraged (less so in universities). On the other hand, no clear

opinion emerged with respect to whether workers should attempt to

depart from known methods and procedures or ideas and theories.

Data Detail
(Scale: 1=Very Strongly Disagree; 7= Very Strongly Agree)

C U G
Mean Agreement

11. Leaders in all three groups agree only moderately agree that
"Workers should have a considerable voice in the choice of
project on which they work."

5.5 5.6 5.7

12. For all three groups there is no clear opinion that workers
should or should not be permitted to set the pace of their work.

4.7 5.0 4.7

13. There is also considerable differerce of opinion in the three
groups as to whetner "workers should not be allowed to set the
standards of quality for the work they are doing."

3.6 3.7 3.9

14. There is also no clear approval or disapproval within each of
the groups as to whether "workers should have the responsibility
for evaluating the results of their research."

5.7 5.8 5.5

15. Leaders in each of the three groups express some moderate
agreement with the notion that group rather than individual
satisfactions should be sought by workers.

4.1 4.9 4.9
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ld. Along these same lines, leaders in all three groups
moderately disagree with the statement that "workers should
concentrate on individual projects rather than contribute to
group efforts."

3.3 3.8 3.2

17. Though leaders in all three groups believe in open
commur:_-:.ons, there are some differences among them with the
statement that "people should have little freedom to discuss
their research findings with workers from other institutions."

2.4 1.6 1.9

C U G
18. So also is there moderate agreement on freedom of
publicat'on, though leaders of corporate sections are somewhat
more restrictive.

4.0 5.9 5.1

19. Section leaders in the three groups disagree as to whether
"management should not be involved in the determination of when
and where new discoveries may be rJeased to the outside public."

1.9 4.4 2.4

20. There is no clear consensus in any of the
groups concerning the question of whether "formal job titles
should not be used as a basis for allocating privileges and
perquisites to the group."

4.2 5.3 4,8

21. Nor does consensus emerge when leaders are asked whether "job
seniority or age should not be used as a bsis for distributing
special privileges."

4.2 4.E 3.8

22. section leaders in university laboratories tend to place less
emphasis ...on job titles in the manner of interaction and
verbal address among workers."

5.0 4.2 5.0

23. Leaders in all three groups very much believe in providing
"positive incentives (instead of threats of punishment) for work
achievement."

6.6 0.3 6.7

24. And "workers should not be made to fear negative consequences
for their mistakes."

4.9 5.3 5.8

25. On the other hand, 'here was also considerable agreement with
the statement that "supervisors should make workers aware of
penalties for failure on a particular job."

5.2 5.6 5.0

26. Risk taking at work "should be strongly encouraged" was

6
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endorsed by most leaders in the three groups, though somewhat
less so in the university setting.

6.4 5.3 6.3

27. And "workers should make investments of substantial time in
work with unknown likelihood of success."

5.7 5.8 5.5

28. Further, "workers should be rewarded for creative experiments
which are not ultimately successful."

5.2 5.7 5.5

29. However, the statement "workers should not attempt to depart
from methods and procedures known to be appropriate" was met with
mixed reactions.

3.7 .8 3.9

30. Nor should workers "attempt to depart from ideas and/or
theories known to be valid."

1.7 3.4 3.8
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Appendix
Differences Between Sections Rated High or Low Quality

Part of this study was concerned with dif-:erences in
management attitudes and techniques as practiced by
leaders of laboratory sections rated by the overall
director of the laboratory as "highest quality"
contrasted with something less than highest quality.
Differences within each of the three types of
laboratories -- corporate, . university, and
government -- emerged. Though relatively few
differences between types of laboratory were
revealed, there were several interesting findings
within each category.

JB-- note the following ignores the
magnitudes of the responses. Make sure
you do not report that hi q leaders tend
more than low quality to do xxxx without
saying that both agree very little with
the statement.

Summary
Corporate Laboratories:

High quality laboratories section tend to have
younger section leaders, and thesw leaders have
worked at fewer other institutions than the one at
which they are presently employed. Sections in

high quality corporate labs are smaller. Partly as
a result, there are fewer research projects begun
each year. Projects deemed to be unsuccessful in

high quality laboratories are teminated sooner,
while promising projects are extended longer in

high quality laboratories. The higher the quality
of the corporate laboratory, the less likely it is
to engage in basic research. Surprisingly, high
quality laboratories app:y for fewer patents each
year than do lower auality corporate laboratories.

Leaders in high quality corporate laboratrries
tend somewhat more to agree that workers should
no+ be able to choose the materials and procedures
used in the project on which they are working.
High quality laboratory leaders tend more to value
group rather than individual recognition for high
achievement.
High quality section leaders report more agreement
on the one hand that people should have little
freedom to discuss research findings with workers
from other institutions (probably in recognition
of the need to preserve corporate secrets). On the
other hand, high quality leiders tend more to
believe that workers should be free to publish the
results of their research.

There is a clear trend in high quality corporate
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laboratory sections for leaders to have more
egalitarian values than do their counterparts in

lower quality sections. High quality leaders tend
more to believe that privileges should not be
allocated to certain workers, that formal job
titles should not be used as a basis for allotting
privileges and perquisites, that jcb seniority or
age should not be a basis for distri.duting special
privileges and that leaders should not always be
first authors of published articles.

While they are more willing to overlook poor
performance on a particular job, high quality,
more than low quality section heads, believe
workers should not attempt to depart from ideas
and/or theories known to be valid. Perhaps this
conforms with the above notion that group rather
than individual frames of reference are more
salient in high quality government laboratories.

University Laboratories:
There are no significant differences between
leaders in high and ieu quality laboratories
sections.

Government Laborator!es:
Sections in high quality government funded
laboratories tend co let projects continue for
longer periods than do low quality sections. In
high quality sections, the emphasis is more on
basic research, about the same on applied
-esearch, but less on developmental research. High
quality government laboratory sections tend to
apply for more patents.

Section leaders in high quality laboratories are
more pessimistic about future funding than are
those in low quality sections.

Hich quality government laboratory section leaders
tend to agree more strongly than low quality
leaders that workers should not be allowed to set
the standards of quality for the work they are
doing. Just as in the corporate section, high
quality government laboratory section leaders
believe more strongly than in low quality sections
that individual workers should not expect to be
publicly recognized for creative achievements.
Thus a somewhat stronger group-centered ideology
seems to be associated with higher quality.
High quality -- or at least reputation for it --
is more likelx then even when individual creative
achievements do not receive attention.

!_ow quality government laboratory leaders believe
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more than high quality leaders that management
should be involved in the determination of when
and where new discoveries may be released to the
outside public. Hence, control over information
seems to be associated with lower quality
laboratory performance.

Interestingly, while government laboratory
sections are not different on the whole from
corporate laboratories in their emphasis on
hierarchical rather than egalitarian norms, there
are differences in attitudes of leaders across
quality levels. While in the corporate sector,
high quality seems to be associated with more
egalitarian attitudes, in the government
laboratories, leaders tend to be more hierarchical
or bureaucratic. High quality government
laboratory leaders tend to dixagree more strongly
that workers should be allowed to determine unit
policy and that little emphasis thould be placed
on job titles in interpersonal relations. On the
other hand, just as in corporate laboratories, the
higher quality section leaders tend to believe
that the section chief or unit leader need not
always be listed as first author of a published
article.

High quality government laboratory section leaders
more strongly agree than low quality leaders that
most of their workers are motivated more by fear
of failure than by promise ofsuccess and its
rewards. On the other hand, what may account for
the success in high quality laboratories is the
leader agreement that workers should not be made
to fear negative consequences for their mistakes.

LiVe corporate leaders, high quality government
laboratory leaders tend to agree more than low
quality leaders that workers should not attempt to
depart from ideas and/or theories known to be
valid.
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EimuldA .
theoretical AD A Policy Implications

The significance of the results of this research lies at
both the practical And theoretical level. Policy decisions in

national scientific cceincils, corporate strategic planning, and
personnel decisions in the laboratory will all be informed by the
'indings. This is especially true as the strengths of each
country become known and the possibilities of cross-cultural
organizational learning become manifest (see, for example,
Buckley & Mirza, 1985) At the theetical level as well, it is
expected that old theory, particularly iii the area of leadership
and conflict management, will be subjected to some necessary
revision. A brief discussion of each follows.

In the domain of policy, perhaps first and most obvious, if

different leaders are found to be significantly different in

their effectiveness, then it is important to be able to select
those who are more effective. The research is expected to
identify the characteristics of leaders found to be successful
managers of research and development. This information can be
used by those who choose leaders both in institutions which
elect and those which select leaders. For example, the research
will show what kinds of leaders are needed in each of the three
settings (corporation, government iastitute, and university), in

the many different fields, and in laboratories with predominently
basic, applied or developmental goals. It will reveal the
combinations of leadership style and conflict management modes in
various organizational settings and external conditions which
will result in more commited, satisfied, motivated, risk taking
and productive workers.

A second key implication lies in the area of the formation
of national research funding policy. Regardless of the variations
in national systems of support for basic and applied research, it
is necessary to allocate funds so that they can be most
efficiently utilized. This research will inform the makers of
.rational policy as to the levels of research worker motivation,
commitment, risk taking, and satisfaction as these workers are
engaged in different types of research under varying leadership
conditions. It may be, for example, that allocating funds to the
academic, instead of the industrial, sector may be more cost
efficient in certain fields (though this may vary by country).

A third use of the findings will be by leaders now in office
as they seek to become effective. While some social science
research suggests that leadership style is relatively inflexible
because of personality invariance, other research says that
leaders can and should adapt their behavior to the needs of the
situation. In knowing what kinds of leadership style and conflict
management works best, current leaders may be able to adjust
their behavior accordingly. A laboratory director who recognizes
the requirements of his laboratory can thus direct his energies
in ways which will maximize worker motivation.



A fourth by-product of this research lies in the possibility
of better task design. Some newly published research indicates
that the proper design of work is important in sustaining
subordinate motivation and commitment to organizational goals.
The findings from this study should enaole leaders better to
match the design of 1,4cirk settings both to the needs of the
workers and the requirements for effectiveness. Variables also
under study in this research describe a host of conditions in

the R & D lab which may be needed to improve the efficiency and
effectiveness of the laboratory operation.

Another practical implication lies in the advancement of
educational policy. It is conceivable that from the findings of
this research, new modes of conducting research under different
organizational constraints and different leadership/conflict
management styles will be identified. These may very well suggest
entirely different modes for the education and training of
research scientists and engineers. Issues of specialization and
of collaboration/cooperation which are important in the
laboratory are relevant to the education and socialization of
graduate students.

A final practical implication of the research has to do with
the formation of nationa. labor and educational policy. Th,
prosperity of any country . It least partially dependent on the
wisdom and skill with which tional leaders are able to identify
and control the flow of tali gad young people into positions of
responsibility (as, for ex& .1e, into leadership positions in

research and development). The findings from this research should
provide useful data for the purpose of determining the
allocations of funds for education and training, as well as,
perhaps, to facilitate the cross-institutional employment
mobility of skilled workers.

On the theoretical side, thr're are also expected results of
-ignificance. Unresolved questions in several domains of social
mcientific research will be addressed by this research.
Literature on the foundations of effective leadership under
various organizational constraints will be enhanced through the
findings. Many issues in organizational design, job design, and
motivation will be informed through the results of the proposed
study. And the possibilities and limitations of cross-cultural
comparisons in the area of research and development, as well as
the more basic conceptual frameworls applied to it, will benefit
from this study. Finally, little or no prior consideration of or
empirical research on the multivariate effects of leadership and
conflict management in combination on subordinate motivation,
satisfaction and commitment has thus far been undertaken. The
findings from the proposed research shouid add measureably to our
understanding of this complex phenomenon.

Two more specific examples of the possible theoretical
implications of this research can be cited. The first deals in
part with the issue of the invariance of personality across
situations (Mischel, 1968, 1983; Bem & Allen, 1974; Kendrick &
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Stringfield, 1980). It also deals more specifically with the
controversies in the study of leadership over whether leaders can
change their styles in varying circumstances (e.g., Fiedler vs
Ohio State et al.) If the Jungian types of personality do not
vary under different conditions of organizational stress, then it
is likely that modes of managing that stress (or conflict in this
case) are not likely to vary. Hence, this research should produce
a finding demonstrating strong relationships between each of the
four personality types and the five conflict management modes (in
the Kilmann-Thomas inventory). Further, if as Kilmann & Herden
note, there is a fit between type and organizational need, we
might expect, for example, that Sensation/Thinking types would be
comfortable in a Competitive setting where control is important
to produce internal efficiency. On the other hand, i$ the social
constraints of the organizational environment are severe, it is
possible that ST's will modify their "personalities" to
accommodate their peers. Hypothetically, this will produce less
efficient behavior, (given the ST orientation in the Kilmann-
Herden model). But will this take place equally in all three
countries? That is, if the leader determines that subordinate
motivation is important to compliance, then a more participative
model of decision making is called for (cf. Vroom & Yetton,
1973). The theoretical issue of interest here is whether in more
productive organizations (and ones with more motivated employees)
the impetus to participation is universally manifested in

behavioral change. If not, how can the anomalies be explained?

Still another exmample of possible theoretical implications
is the concern of the study with the relative importance of
intrinsic versus extrinsic sources of reward (Deci, 1975; Ross,
1975; Zuckerman et al., 1978; Staw, 1976). The issue lies it the
conceptualization of tfe notion of both "intrinsic" and
"extrinsic," For example, in Japan, intrinsic, egocentric sources
of motivation are habitually subordinated to extrinsic ones.
Hence, it is critical to discover in successful research
settings how leadership deals with the organizational need to
evince individual behaviors which may have positive efficiency
and effectiveness consequences for the organization, but negative
social consequences for the individual. If, for example, the
demands of the environment call for a leader disposition which
maximizes the organization's bargaining position in environmental
exchange (an "NT"), a mode of conflict management may be required
which may not attend to the organization's needs for pattern
maintenance and tension reduction, to use the Talcott Farsons's
terminology (Parsons, 1951). The crumbling of the organization's
unified, singular identity which employees in some countries use
as an alter ego, may have consequences for the organization quite
different from those desired by the leader. Conversely, efforts
by an SF leader to create tightly defined normative structure in
the interests of promoting a positive group climate may
overconstrain the individuality so critical to original resez_rch
(cf. Ouchi, 1980).
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